Show the LA River’s 51 miles some love in 2020! Rally your family, housemates, or bubblemates for a DIY CleanUp. Visit your favorite spot along the River or in your neighborhood to clean the streets and prevent waste from polluting our waterway. Together, from a distance, we’ll make a collective impact and do our part to tend to the vibrant urban ecosystems that thrive throughout our watershed.

**STEPS TO TAKE**

1. **Recruit your teammates** to clean the River and watershed close to home.
2. Download the Litterati app and enter the FoLAR challenge code: **FOLAR2020**.
3. **Visit your favorite spot** along the River or in your neighborhood to clean the streets and prevent trash from reaching the River.
4. Grab your **gloves and trash bags** to collect trash. *Remember to maintain social distance, wear a mask, and wash your hands!*
5. When cleaning up, **photograph** individual items of trash that you see and collect and **upload them in the Litterati app** - this data helps us track trash in our watershed.
6. Pack out the trash with you and be sure to **dispose of it or recycle** properly.
7. Keep using Litterati to **report your efforts** through the end of the year.
8. Fill out **FoLAR’s online survey** and submit a selfie or photo to complete your CleanUp Report!

This is a self-guided effort led by YOU and participation will be at your own risk. Please practice physical distancing and wear your mask to keep your fellow volunteers safe. Take your trash with you to leave the River and our streets better than you found them.